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Congress is finally taking climate change seriously, or at the very least is engaged in a flurry of activity regarding greenhouse gas emissions. The Lieberman-Warner Climate Security Act made it out of the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee, and vigorous debates are taking place over the appropriate regulatory approach to climate change and energy.1 This Essay considers the context of that statutory conversation. Namely, how does the possibility of U.S. legislative action fit within a broader picture of transnational climate change governance?

Professor Victor Flatt’s lead piece on climate change legislation in this colloquy provides a thoughtful analysis of the many pending federal climate change legislative proposals, including his assessment of what is “best.” He provides a detailed description of the pending proposals, as well as a normative discussion of legislative goals and means of attaining them. In the course of his analysis, he references both international negotiations and smaller scale regulation. He indicates that U.S. legislation should be developed in a way that would be compatible with—but not wait for—possible future international agreements and also not block smaller-scale efforts.2

This Essay builds upon Professor Flatt’s thoughtful analysis of the pending legislation by putting it in the broader context of developments regarding climate change. In contrast to Professor Flatt’s emphasis on specific legislative proposals, this Essay provides a contextualized, normative analysis. In particular, I focus on three main types of pressures on the legislation. First, the legislation faces vertical pressures from “above” (internal-
tional negotiations for the post-2012 regime) and “below” (state and local efforts). Second, the legislation is influenced horizontally by activity in the other two branches of the U.S. government, namely climate change litigation and executive policy, as well as advocacy efforts by a range of nongovernmental actors. Moreover, many interactions that ultimately influence legislation are simultaneously horizontal and vertical, such as when states and cities use federal courts to push executive branch agencies to regulate. Finally, and perhaps most importantly given the looming Presidential election, the shifting public awareness of climate change creates an impetus for Congress to take meaningful action or at least to appear to do so.

Together, these interactions imbue this legislation with significance beyond the specifics of its direct impacts. Namely, the potential legislation forms part of a broader, complex regulatory map. The viability and impact of legislative proposals depend on how a range of other people and entities behave, and in turn, the proposals influence their behavior. In so doing, the legislation can serve in not only a norm-implementing role, but also norm-generating one. Through exploring the context of climate change legislation, this Essay thus argues for an integrated approach to transnational climate regulation.

I. VERTICAL PRESSURES ON LEGISLATIVE ACTION

Professor Flatt provides a version of “best” that allows legislative efforts to move forward in tandem with initiatives at other levels of governance. He explains that the statutory regime should neither wait for agreement on the 2012 replacement for the Kyoto Protocol nor develop in a way that would be incompatible with its likely targets. Similarly, Flatt acknowledges the importance of subnational efforts on climate change, and urges that the legislation not be structured in a manner that preempts those innovative efforts.

I agree with Professor Flatt’s analysis, but would like to develop it further through reference to geography and, more specifically, to issues of
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3 I term these simultaneous horizontal and vertical interactions “diagonal” in a draft article on the appropriate scale of climate regulation. See Hari M. Osofsky, Is Climate Change an “International” Legal Problem?: Towards Diagonal Regulatory Strategies (draft manuscript on file with author) [hereinafter Osofsky, Is Climate Change an “International” Legal Problem?]. For an in-depth analysis of “horizontal” and “vertical” interactions as part of transgovernmental decisionmaking, see ANNE-MARIE SLAUGHTER, A NEW WORLD ORDER (2004).
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Climate change is a multiscalar problem that demands multiscalar solutions.\(^8\) In other words, both emissions and impacts take place at personal, local, state, national, and international levels, and regulation at the national level likely cannot address all of these aspects effectively. Legislative proposals should include the flexibility to adapt to vertical pressures because the problem cannot be regulated at only one level of governance, even a very powerful national one.\(^9\)

Although there has been broad acknowledgment across the political spectrum of the value of addressing climate change at a global scale, more skepticism exists about state and local initiatives. Some argue that the problem is too large both spatially and temporally to manage at smaller levels of governance.\(^10\) These types of antiregulatory arguments are potentially dangerous, whether made in the context of legislation or litigation for three primary reasons.\(^11\)

First, neither international nor national efforts seem likely to go far enough to get this problem under control,\(^12\) so smaller scale efforts are needed to spur innovation and action.\(^13\) If the legislation blocks these efforts, greater emissions, with their troubling consequences, may result.

Second, however the balance between centralization and decentralization of governmental power is struck in this area of law, effective climate policy should provide opportunities to draw from state and local expertise and core competences. City governments, for example, will have insights into how streets should be organized in order to decrease vehicle miles trav-
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11 My new draft article explores these concerns, addressed briefly below, in more depth. See Osofsky, Is Climate Change an “International” Legal Problem?, supra note 3.


eled most effectively and, more broadly, into the unique confluence of factors affecting their localities’ regulatory environments.14

Finally, and most importantly, privileging larger-scale regulation potentially prevents holistic regulatory solutions necessary to manage cross-cutting problems.15 By acknowledging the national scale as only one level of governance at which climate regulation can take place,16 Congress will facilitate the creative policy development that climate change demands.

II. HORIZONTAL PRESSURES ON LEGISLATIVE ACTION

The horizontal pressures from the executive and judicial branches also deeply influence the legislative debate and the possibilities for achieving meaningful regulation. Our two-term presidency means that not only do the current congressional proposals occur in the context of the Bush Administration’s longstanding recalcitrance on this issue—which is reflected in both macro-level White House statements and decisions and in micro-level agency decisionmaking—but also that Executive Branch policy soon will change, almost certainly in the direction of additional regulatory efforts. Each of the three most likely Presidential prospects—Hillary Clinton, John McCain, and Barack Obama—supports approaches to emissions regulation that go well beyond those of the Bush Administration.17

Although this electoral context initially appears to create a more positive environment for legislation, it more likely delays congressional action for at least another year. In order for statutes to be passed prior to the presidential election, they must either be acceptable to the Bush Admini-

14 For a discussion of the locally-specific ways in which effective urban climate policy evolves, see Ososfky & Levit, supra note 13 (comparing Portland and Tulsa); see also Robert B. McKinstry, Jr., Laboratories for Local Solutions for Global Problems: State, Local and Private Leadership in Developing Strategies to Mitigate the Causes and Effects of Climate Change, 12 PENN ST. ENVTL. L. REV. 15 (2004) (discussing state and local leadership on climate change). Gerald Frug and David Barron provide an insightful analysis of the complexities of the interface between localities and international law and institutions in Gerald E. Frug & David J. Barron, International Local Government Law, 38 URB. LAW. 1 (2006).

15 Climate change cuts across not only regulatory levels, but substantive areas of law. See Ososfky, Is Climate Change an “International” Legal Problem?, supra note 3


stration or have enough support to override a veto.\(^\text{18}\) Members of Congress who are also up for reelection may face competing pressures regarding their stance on climate change, and so far, the Senate and the House do not have a clear meeting of the minds.\(^\text{19}\) This horizontal pressure both serves as a slowing force and influences the details of the ultimate bills. Meanwhile, the problem of climate change will continue to worsen as candidates make speeches and sample local specialties.

Moreover, the increasing willingness of the judicial branch to engage climate change creates another complicated horizontal force influencing the legislative environment. The Supreme Court’s decision in *Massachusetts v. EPA*,\(^\text{20}\) though it bears upon executive agency decisionmaking directly, has been part of the conversation on Capitol Hill; it thus has both formal and informal horizontal influences on the other two branches of the federal government.\(^\text{21}\) In addition, major emitters—who play an important lobbying role—are engaged as plaintiffs and defendants in various pending suits. These suits range from disputing the appropriateness of regulation at local, state, and national levels to using nuisance law to target the automobile and power industries.\(^\text{22}\) Any version of the legislation will alter the litigation environment, which will in turn impact the overall efforts to regulate climate change in the United States.

As with the smaller-scale efforts discussed above, litigation plays a crucial role in the regulation of climate change and the legislation should not attempt to preempt access to courts too broadly. Rather, the statutory scheme should provide a clear basis for concerned individuals and organizations to address inadequate regulation by government and failures by major emitters to reduce their production of greenhouse gases. Such a structure will insure that litigation can continue to play its crucial role in the push and


\(^{19}\) See id.; see also Flatt, supra note 2, at 123–24.
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pull of the complex formal and informal regulatory dance over climate change.  

Furthermore, these horizontal forces have vertical dimensions, and vice versa. As elections involve individuals and communities in political decisionmaking, they become part of a vertical conversation. When concerned organizations and corporations use litigation to push for or against regulatory action at different levels of government, they influence the multiscalar dialogue. These choices over climate change that shape the legislative environment are both imbedded in the context of specific places and influenced by larger political and economic forces.

III. SOCIOCULTURAL PRESSURES ON LEGISLATIVE ACTION

This formal and informal regulatory dance is deeply shaped by the sociocultural discourse over climate change. The awarding of a Nobel Peace Prize to Al Gore and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) symbolizes the increased focus on this problem. Opinion polls show a growing public recognition of and concern with the problem of climate change, and the legal academic world has seen an explosion in the past two years of public conversation and scholarly discourse over this issue, as exemplified by this colloquy.

This sudden interest and activity, like the election environment, probably will have a mixed impact on the proposed legislation. The science that suddenly captivates people is not new; the recent Fourth IPCC Assessment—the most widely recognized compilation of the state of climate science and policy responses to the problem—synthesizes studies by leading


25 See Juliet Eilperin & Jon Cohen, Growing Number of Americans See Warming as Leading Threat, WASH. POST, Apr. 20, 2007, at A20 (link); see also The Chicago Council on Public Affairs, Poll Finds Worldwide Agreement that Climate Change is a Threat (Mar. 2007), available at http://www.worldpublicopinion.org/pipa/pdf/mar07/CCGA+_ClimateChange_article.pdf (link) (an international public opinion poll finding general agreement that climate change is a significant); cf. Cass R. Sunstein, On the Divergent American Reactions to Terrorism and Climate Change, 107 COLUM. L. REV 503 (2007) (comparing public opinion regarding terrorism and climate change prior to the increased public focus on climate change that has taken place over the past several months).

scientists and provides policy summaries, which reflect stances that those involved in crafting it are willing to take publicly. Public opinion polling shows increasing concern with climate change, but not necessarily the will to make the hard choices necessary to get this problem under control. Even the most aggressive legislative proposals pending in Congress do not go as far as many scientists suggest is necessary to mitigate the worst impacts. The public’s desire to do something without a real cognizance of what addressing climate change would entail does not bode well for fostering the political will to pass legislation that would help to steer the world away from major impacts.

As Congress and commentators debate the specifics of legislative proposals, the interaction between sociocultural forces and political decisions shapes what is possible. The public’s view of the problem influences how far politicians dependent on an election cycle are willing to go, and Congress’s approach to the problem in turn impacts public opinion. And yet all of this interaction occurs against the backdrop of a multiscale ecological phenomenon we do not fully understand. Whether or not people are willing to pass legislation that helps to control future emissions more substantially, the physical climate continues to evolve at multiple scales in ways that current and future generations will have to navigate.

IV. CONCLUDING REFLECTIONS

Returning to the question of “best” that Professor Flatt raised, my view is that the broader context in which legislative proposals occur suggests cause for guarded optimism. National-level legislation, even in a major emitter like the United States, cannot solve the problem of climate change. Current and future proposals will always be buffeted by international negotiations and smaller-scale land use policy choices, executive and judicial decisionmaking, and the broader sociocultural discourse over this problem.

But even in this context, our national-level legislative choices matter deeply. From a practical perspective, as Professor Flatt analyzed, they have the potential to reduce U.S. greenhouse gas emissions substantially and, in the process, significantly bring down the global total. As part of transna-


For analyses of what reductions are necessary, see sources listed supra note 13.

See sources listed supra note 12.

See Flatt, supra note 2, at 131–32.
tional regulation of climate change, they are arguably even more critical. During his announcement of the decision not to participate in the Kyoto Protocol, President Bush acknowledged that almost 20 percent of the world’s human-made greenhouse gases originate from within this country’s borders;\(^\text{31}\) furthermore, the United States’ official climate action report from 2002 indicated that its emissions will rise by 42.7 percent between 2000 and 2020.\(^\text{32}\) This focus on legislative action, even if it does not bear fruit until after the 2008 elections, opens up the potential for a national-level policy in the United States that takes climate change more seriously. Such a policy—if constructed with sensitivity to vertical, horizontal, and sociocultural dynamics—may help to foster other regulatory progress; for example, it could help to support constructive international negotiations and dynamic local initiatives.

More broadly, this political and sociocultural context raises core questions about appropriate role of national-level, legislative governance in addressing climate change. For example, what aspects of climate change can be accomplished particularly well at the national scale? How should the legislative branch interact with the other forms of government to form U.S. policy on climate change? How should legislative efforts respond to the myriad of forces addressing global climate change? While Congress debates the specifics of legislative proposals, these questions need to shape the discourse. As the problem of climate change continues to worsen and a range of actors engage in formal and informal regulatory action, U.S. legislation should reflect the context in which it takes place.
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